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Embedding Incomplete Latin Squares in Latin Squares Whose
Diagonal is Almost Completely Prescribed
L. D. ANDERSEN, R. HAGGKYIST, A. J. W. HILTON AND W. B. POUCHER
We prove that an incomplete Latin square A of side r can be embedded in a Latin square of side n
in which all places but one on the diagonal are prescribed if and only ifeach symbol 0' occurs at least
2r - n +[ (0' ) times in A,f(O' ) being the number of times 0' occurs on the prescribed diagonal.
An incomplete Latin square of side r on n symbols is an r x r matrix, each of whose
elements is chosen from a set of n symbols in such a way that no symbol occurs more than
once in any row or in any column. The problem of deciding which incomplete latin squares
of side r on n symbols can be embedded in a Latin square of side n with a completely
prescribed diagonal is hard (see for example [2], where the prescribed diagonal is a
transversal or , in other words, all symbols are different). Below we prove that if one
diagonal entry is left unprescribed, the problem is easily solved.
THEOREM. Let A be an incomplete Latin square ofside r < n on symbols al, ... , an and
let f be a non-negative integral-valued function on {at, ... ,an} such that L~; 1 f(a;) ~
n - r - 1. Then A can be embedded in a Latin square on the same symbols in which a ,
(l ~ i ~ n) occurs at least f(a; ) times on the diagonal outside A if and only if a; (1 :s;: i ~ n )
occurs at least 2r - n + f (a;) times in A .
PROOF. We leave the proof of the necessity to the reader and prove the sufficiency. Let
A and f be as stated and assume that each symbol o, occurs at least 2r - n + f(ai) times in
A. If L7;1 f(a;)= 0 the result is a special case of Ryser's theorem [3]. Assume L~;l f(a;} >
O. This implies r < n - 1. We show that we can extend A to a square A I of side r + 1 and
modify f to get a function f' such that the corresponding embedding of A' gives the
required embedding of A and such that A' and f' satisfy the assumption of the theorem
with r + 1 instead of r.
Form a bipartite graph M; with vertex classes {Pt, ... ,Pr} and {a;, ... ,a~} with one
edge joining Pk and a~ if and only if ae does not occur in the kth row of A. Each Pk has
degree n - r, and each a~ has degree at most r - (2r - n + f(ae )) = n - r - f(ae ) . Now let M~
be obtained from M; by adding a vertex Pd joined to each a~ by exactly f (a e ) edges. Then
M~ is a bipartite graph of maximum degree n - r. Let M~ be similarly defined with
columns replacing rows, Ck replacing Pk (k = 1, ... , r, d) and a:: replacing a ~ (l :s;: e :s;: n ).
Finally let the bipartite graph G be obtained from M~ uM~ by adding a new vertex aTfor
each symbol a, which occurs exactly 2r - n + f(ai) +1 times in A, i.e., for which a; and at
have degree n - r -1, and joining at by a single edge to each of a; and at. Then G is
depicted in Figure 1.
In G, Pd and Cd have degree at most n - r - 1 since L7= 1 f (ai )~ n - r - 1. By Konig's
theorem [1, page 171], G has an edge-colouring with n - r colours, such that no colour
occurs more than once at any vertex. Give G such an edge-colouring. We want some
colour which is absent at Cd to be present at Pd. If no colour satisfies this, let colour a be
absent at Cd and let b occur at Pd (there is a colour occuring at Pd, since L7~1 f(ai) > 0). Then
interchange colours in the path with end-vertex Cd and edges alternately coloured band a.
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FIGURE 1. The graph G.
The other end-vertex cannot be Pd, so after the interchange b is absent at Cd and occurs at
Pd·
We can therefore assume that some colour b is absent at c« and present at Pd. Let CT~ be
the vertex joined to Pdby an edge of colour b. Let C be the colour of the edge joining CT:J to
Cd. Then C "" b. Now consider the path with edges alternately coloured C and b, which has Cd
as one end-vertex. If it contains no edge ofM~, interchange colours in it. If it does contain
one or more edges ofM~ (as Figure 2 illustrates), let CT j be the first vertex not inM~ met
when the path is traversed from Cd. Then the edge joining CT7 and CT j has colour b, and the
edge joining CTj and CTj has colour c.
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Now interchange colours in the segment of the path frotn Cd to CTj. After the interchange
the vertex CT j is incident with two edges of colour c. but all other vertices have at most one
edge of each colour on them. Now CTd is joined to Cd by an edge of colour b as is CT~ to Pd. To
construct A ', place CT. in cell (k, r + 1) if and only if CT: is joined to Pk by an edge of colour b
and in cell (r + 1, h) if and only if CT;' is joined to cs; by an edge of colour b (1~ e ~ n,
1~ k, h ~ r), and place CTd in cell (r + 1, r + 1). It is easy to see that an incomplete latin
square A' of side r + 1 is obtained. Let [' (CTd ) ={( CTd) -1 , [' (CTi) ={(CTi) for CTi ""CTd. Then
17=I ['( CT;) ~ n - r - 2 and we only have to verify that each symbol CTi occurs at least
2(r + 1)- n +[' (CT;) times in A'. This is true for CTd because it occurs at least 2r - n +{ (CTd )+
1 = 2(r+ 1)-n +[' (CTd) times. It is true for a symbol CTi "" CTd occurringexactly 2r-n +{( CTi)
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times in A, because the degree of u; in M~ and of u7 inM~ is n -', so u; will be joined to
one of {pI, .. . , PrJ by an edge of colour band uj'will be joined to one of {c\, .. . , c.} by an
edge of colour b, and hence a, occurs twice more in A' than in A. Let Up ,p Ud be a symbol
occurring exactly 2, - n +[(up) + 1 times in A. Then u~ and u; are joined to u: and both
have degree n -, in G, and since not both edges (u~ u:) and (u:, u;) have colour b either
u~ is joined to one of {pI, ... ,Pr} by an edge of colour b or u; is joined to one of
{c\, . . . ,cr } by an edge of colour b. So Up occurs at least once more in A' than in A, thus
satisfying the new condition. Finally, a symbol Uk ,p Ud occurring at least 2, - n +[ (Uk) + 2
times in A trivially satisfies the condition for A'. This proves the theorem.
REMARK. If it is required that the symbols occur in specified order on the diagonal,
this can be obtained by permuting rows and permuting columns.
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